INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Transposable elements (TEs) are mobile DNA that replicate in their host genome by a mechanism known as transposition. Because of their ability to transpose and generate new insertions, TEs can be major constituents of plant genomes ([@B1],[@B2]). TEs are classified based on their transposition intermediate: class I elements, retrotransposons, transpose via an RNA intermediate while class II elements, DNA-transposons, transpose via a DNA intermediate ([@B3]). Wrongly considered as 'junk DNA', it has become increasingly clear that TEs have helped shape the architecture, function and evolution of host genomes throughout evolution. Several authors have described the direct role of TEs in plant genome size variation ([@B4]--[@B6]) and as controlling elements of gene expression ([@B7]--[@B10]).

Despite their high copy number, few active TEs have been observed in plants and the majority of these transposition events occur in stress conditions such as tissue culture ([@B11]--[@B13]) or in mutants affected in the silencing pathways that repress TE activity, such as *ddm1* mutants ([@B14]--[@B16]). In wild-type plants under 'normal' growth conditions, the vast majority of TEs are silent and inactivated by their host via DNA methylation and suppressive histone modifications ([@B17],[@B18]).

Unlike genes that are methylated in the CG context that is associated with expression, DNA methylation of TEs occurs concomitantly in CG, CHG and CHH (where H = A, T, or C) contexts giving rise to transcriptional repression known as TGS (Transcriptional Gene Silencing). Such TE methylation requires small interfering RNAs, mostly 24 nucleotides long (24-nt siRNAs), that act via the RdDM (RNA-directed DNA Methylation) pathway ([@B19]). The silenced state of TEs is stably maintained across generations which prevents transposition, particularly in the germ cells ([@B20]). The conservation of the RdDM pathway among plant species ([@B21]) demonstrates its importance for the repression of TE transposition, thereby maintaining genome integrity.

Since the publication of the first plant genome sequence, the model species *Arabidopsis thaliana* ([@B22]), a large number of whole genome assemblies have been made available. This is due to the falling cost and reduced sequencing time using next generation (NGS) technologies ([@B23]). The availability of these genomic data sets has provided a unique opportunity to study the biology and evolution of plants at the whole genome scale. Now, genome annotation has become a major bottleneck for genome studies and, in particular, good TE annotations are a challenge. Several methods have been described for TE annotation ([@B24],[@B25]) that can be categorized into two types of strategies: library-based or signature-based ([@B26]).

In the case of the library-based approach, a collection of reference TEs is used to screen genomes to identify similar sequences. This is typically done using RepeatMasker ([@B27]) and a public TE database such as repbase ([@B28]) or the MIPS repeat database ([@B29]) that contains reference TE sequences from a variety of species. The library-based method has several limitations. While genes are highly conserved between species, TEs diverge rapidly due to the absence of selective pressure. This divergence in TE sequences can limit the performance of the library-based approach. This strategy also presupposes the vertical evolution of TE sequences, yet it has been shown that millions of horizontal transfer events have occurred between divergent plant species over the last few millions of years ([@B30]).

Signature-based strategies use TE-specific features such as the presence of coding regions (transposase, reverse-transcriptase, etc.) or structures that characterize particular TE classes, such as LTRs (Long Terminal Repeats) for LTR-retrotransposons or TIRs (Terminal Inverted Repeats) for DNA transposons. Due to the diversity of TEs in terms of coding and structure, a range of specialized programs have been developed ([@B26]). These tools are limited, however, to the identification of well-known TE structures and are unable to find new TE classes. The only generally conserved feature among all TE types is their repetitive nature, a consequence of replication in a host genome. Copy number is indeed used by several programs such as RepeatScout ([@B31]), PILER ([@B32]) or REPET ([@B33]). However, differentiating TEs and other repetitive sequences within a genome is challenging since all repeated sequences are not necessarily TEs.

The use of combined evidences such as copy number and structural features should allow one to discriminate between TEs and non-TE repeated sequences. REPET, for example, uses a combination of tools and evidence to annotate TEs, a major step toward the standardization of TE annotation ([@B34]). After first identifying repeated sequences with REPET, PASTEC ([@B35]) is used to search for the presence of features for repeat classification. However, many of these TE features can be difficult to identify. In addition, a large number of TEs in genomes have no coding capacity ([@B36]) or have lost structural features via deletion or recombination. Furthermore, these strategies may be less suited for genomes that have undergone multiple rounds of whole genome duplication (WGD) events, such as soybean ([@B37]) resulting in repeated, non-TE sequences. One solution to this issue is to increase the minimum copy number to consider TE candidates. However, most TE families are low copy number while only a few are highly repetitive, as has been shown for LTR-retrotransposons ([@B6]).

For obvious reasons, gene annotation has received the most attention from the community and TE annotation has lagged. The use of RNA-seq data for gene annotation has resulted in high-quality gene predictions whereas TE annotation is based on DNA sequence structure or homology, due to the absence of easily identifiable transcripts. However, host genomes are able to recognize and silence endogenous TEs using 24 nt-siRNAs and the RdDM (RNA-directed DNA Methylation) pathway. We developed an approach analogous to the use of RNA-seq mapping for gene annotation whereby TEs are annotated through the mapping of 24 nt-siRNAs, termed TASR (for Transposon Annotation using Small RNAs). We demonstrate the power of this approach in several plant genomes, soybean, *Arabidopsis* and rice, for which we were able to annotate additional TE sequences not present in existing repeat annotations, some of which were previously annotated as genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Mapping of 24 nt-siRNAs {#SEC2-1}
-----------------------

*Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean siRNAs libraries derived from leaf were used for this study. Non-redundant 24 nt-siRNAs sequences were mapped using Bowtie2 ([@B38]) onto the TAIR10 assembly for *Arabidopsis* <http://www.arabidopsis.org/>, IRGSP1 <http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/> for rice and Glyma1 <http://www.soybase.org/> for soybean. Highly sensitive parameters were used for Bowtie2 mapping: -a -D 10 -R 5 -N 1 -L 15 -i S,1,0.50.

Extracting loci corresponding to 24 nt-siRNAs positions {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------

We merged the different 24 nt-siRNAs mapping intervals (start to stop positions) present in a window of 150 bp and retained all loci with a length between 80 bp and 20 kbp and at least four different 24 nt-siRNAs. After extracting the loci with mapped 24 nt-siRNAs, we masked tandem repeats using Tandem Repeat Finder ([@B39]).

Clustering of TE paralogs {#SEC2-3}
-------------------------

A clustering strategy was used as a first step in an all-by-all comparison of the total sets of 'TE' loci harvested after mapping of the 24 nt-siRNAs. This was done using BLAST with the following parameters: -r 2 (reward for a nucleotide match, this is a default option in Blast2+ version) and -m 8 (alignment view options: tabular) and *E*-value of 1e-20. The BLAST output was then used to define clusters based on sequence similarity using SILIX ([@B40]) with a minimum of 80% sequence identity and 80% coverage (please refer to SILIX manual <http://lbbe.univ-lyon1.fr/Documentation,3012.html?lang=fr>).

Re-defining TE boundaries {#SEC2-4}
-------------------------

For each paralog within each cluster that contained at least two copies, we extracted the flanking (10 kbp upstream and downstream) and performed an all-by-all comparison using BLASTn with the same parameters as for clustering. We then defined the boundaries of each paralog using the BLAST alignment against the other members of a cluster after reducing redundant sequences using UCLUST algorithm ([@B41]). When the cluster contained more than 10 paralogs, TASR retained sequences that match to at least 30% of other members to avoid discarding some variant sequences that are a part of divergent paralogs and only sequences related to that particular family were kept and nested insertions removed, as well as incorrect TE boundaries. For clusters with fewer than 10 copies, the threshold varied depending on the cluster size. For clusters that contained only two members, only sequences that aligned to both members were kept. Finally clusters that contained between 3 and 10, an alignment to at least three paralogs was required to maintain the family related sequences.

Comparing TE annotations {#SEC2-5}
------------------------

We downloaded the public TE annotations for *Arabidopsis* (<http://www.arabidopsis.org/>), rice (<http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/>) and soybean (<http://www.soybase.org/>) in GFF format. We then compared each start to end positions with TEs annotated by TASR using the intersectBed and substractBed function of BEDtools ([@B42]). This allowed us to produce a comparison of annotation intervals at the level of specific nucleotides.

TE classification using PASTEC {#SEC2-6}
------------------------------

The TE candidates as defined by TASR were classified using the PASTEC classification tool (<https://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/Tools/PASTEClassifier>).

RPKM calculations for 24 nt-siRNAs {#SEC2-7}
----------------------------------

In order to calculate the 24 nt-siRNAs RPKM score, we mapped the 24 nt-siRNAs sequences against their respective genomes using Bowtie2 with default settings. Uniquely and multiple mapped reads without mismatches were selected to calculate RPKM for each TE locus.

Calculation of methylation levels {#SEC2-8}
---------------------------------

The public whole-genome methylation data of Arabidopsis ([@B43]) and rice ([@B44]) and data for soybean (Kim et al., unpublished, available on request) were used to determine methylation levels of TEs. Raw sequence reads with primer/adaptor sequences or quality score under 20 were filtered out using NGS QC Toolkit v2.3 ([@B45]) with default parameters. High-quality reads were aligned to Arabidopsis (TAIR10), rice (IRGSP 1.0) or soybean (Glyma1) genomes using Bismark v0.10.1 ([@B46]). Only uniquely mapped reads were used and potential clonal bias from polymerase chain reaction amplification was removed from further analysis. Methylated cytosines were determined using the binomial distribution as previously described ([@B47]). The error rates due to incomplete bisulfite conversion were estimated from the percentage of methylated cytosines at reference cytosine positions in the unmethylated chloroplast genomes for each species. Weighted methylation levels ([@B48]) of TEs were calculated for all three cytosine contexts for further analysis.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

24 nt-siRNA as guide for TE annotation {#SEC3-1}
--------------------------------------

An overview of the TASR approach is as follows (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): 24 nt-siRNAs were mapped to the genome using a short-read alignment program such as Bowtie2 ([@B38]). The 24 nt-siRNAs map preferentially to TEs and their diverged copies in a genome, even though the 24 nt-siRNAs 'mapping profiles' may be complex (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-I and [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-II-A). For most TEs in a genome, 24 nt-siRNAs covered the full-length element and correspond to the exact TE boundaries (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-I-A). However, 24 nt-siRNAs can spread beyond the TE boundaries, or not cover the entire length of an element (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-I-B and [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-I-C). This could be due to missing 24 nt-siRNAs sequences in the library or because the 24 nt-siRNAs that map to a locus are produced by a diverged TE copy. The success of this approach assumes that at least one member of each TE family generates 24 nt-siRNAs. Therefore, by reporting all the potential 24 nt-siRNAs hits in the genome and allowing mismatches, most paralogs of a TE 'family' are recovered, even if they are diverged at the sequence level. Supplemental steps are necessary to recover full-length elements (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-II-B to F). After extracting the genomic intervals that correspond to mapped 24 nt-siRNAs (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-II-B), an all-by-all comparison is done to define clusters, or families (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-II-C). We required that clusters have at least two members, as at least two copies are needed to define TE boundaries. These repeated sequences are likely to be TEs. For each paralog within a cluster, we extracted the flanking genomic regions (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-II-D). In order to recover potentially missing TE parts, an all-by-all comparison of the paralogs, including flanking sequences, was then done. After the alignment, only sequences present in most of the paralogs were retained, thereby, allowing exact TE borders to be detected (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-II-E) and removal of non-TE sequences and nested TE insertions.

![Workflow of the *de-novo* TE annotation pipeline using 24 nt-siRNAs mapping (TASR). **(I)** Examples of 24 nt-siRNAs 'mapping profiles' **(A)** Expected 24 nt-siRNA TE mapping profile when the siRNAs cover the full length TE and correspond to TE boundaries. **(B)** 24 nt-siRNAs spread beyond the TE boundaries (+). **(C)** Missing 24 nt-siRNAs. Cases B and C concern the 5\', 3\' part or both sides of a TE. **(II)** The TASR pipeline. **(A)** Mapping 24 nt-siRNAs to a genome. (**B**) Extraction of genomic intervals corresponding to the different instances shown in (I). **(C)** Clustering of TE paralogs based on sequence similarity. **(D)** Extending flanking regions, **(E)** Re-defining the boundaries for each TE paralog using an all-against-all comparison, including flanking regions. **(F)** Separate multi-FASTA files containing TE paralogs for each family.](gkv257fig1){#F1}

*de novo* re-annotation of *Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean genome using TASR {#SEC3-2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We tested the new TE annotation strategy by using it to *de novo* re-annotate TEs from three different plant species: *Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean. These species were chosen based on their range of genome sizes (135 Mbp for *Arabidopsis*, 382 Mbp for rice and 975 Mbp for soybean) and because of their high-quality TE annotations in order to evaluate the performance of TASR. We use *de novo* TE libraries obtained by TASR to mask the genome of these species using RepeatMasker (<http://www.repeatmasker.org/>) and compared the annotation results with the current TE annotations (TAIR10 for *Arabidopsis* <http://www.arabidopsis.org/>, IRGSP1 <http://rapdb.dna.affrc.go.jp/> for rice and Soybase <http://www.soybase.org/> for soybean). We were able to recover 70% (16 Mbp), 94% (150 Mbp) and 96% (427 Mbp) of the *Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean public TE annotations, respectively (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}-A). Of note, we identified an additional 4 Mbp (20%) (*Arabidopsis*), 38 Mbp (20%) (rice) and 68 Mbp (14%) (soybean) of potential TE sequences, absent from the public TE annotations. These differences correspond to changes in TE boundaries and to elements absent from one or the other TE annotations. Differentiating between these two categories is challenging, particularly because of nested and old, fragmented TE insertions, especially in large genomes such as soybean.

![Venn diagrams showing the comparison of the public TE annotations and TASR TE annotations and bar plots of TASR-specific TE classifications. **(A)** Green corresponds to common TEs between the two annotations in Mbp. Blue corresponds to TASR-specific TE elements and absent from the public annotations. Yellow corresponds to the TEs from the public annotation that are absent in the TASR TE annotations. **(B)** TASR-specific TE classification according to Wicker\'s classification. Green colors correspond to class I transposons. Purple colors correspond to class II elements. Rust colors correspond to CDS sequences and yellow to unclassified TASR-specific TEs.](gkv257fig2){#F2}

Several analyses were undertaken in order to confirm that sequences defined by TASR were TE-related. We first calculated the density of 24 nt-siRNAs (RPKM score) and percentage of methylation in the three methylation contexts CG,CHG and CHH (H = A,T or C) of TASR-specific TEs and the public TE annotations (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). From this, we observed that the public annotations for *Arabidopsis* and rice were depleted in 24 nt-siRNAs and methylation as compared to the TASR TE annotations. Since TASR is based on 24 nt-siRNAs mapping, it is not surprising that some TE families were missed if they do not produce siRNAs for silencing. Analysis of TEs missed by TASR reveals that most correspond to divergent and siRNA 'poor' paralogs, rather than entirely missed families. An example is represented in Supplementary Figure S1 for rice TE family *ENSPM7_OS* for which TASR missed 8% of the paralogs (Supplementary Figure S1-A) that are 24 nt-siRNA poor (Supplementary Figure S1-B) and correspond to highly divergent copies (Supplementary Figure S1-C). However, the use of a similarity search (RepeatMasker) allowed us to recover most of *ENSPM7_OS* paralogs (92%) even with no matching 24 nt-siRNAs (Supplementary Figure S1-B). The reason for which some paralogs are unable to produce siRNAs remains unknown. However, it is clear the age of TE copies does not explain the loss of 24 nt-siRNAs and methylation as has been shown in Arabidopsis ([@B49]).

![Comparison of the percentage of methylation and 24 nt-siRNAs densities between TEs annotated using TASRs and the public TE annotation in *Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean.](gkv257fig3){#F3}

We also compared the genomic distribution of TASR-specific TEs with the public TEs to determine similarities and differences in genomic distribution. TASR-specific TEs and the reference TEs show a nearly identical distribution (an example is shown in Supplementary Figure S2). It is clear that TASR-defined TEs are similar to TEs in general as they are both highly repeated in the genome, abundant in the peri-centromeric regions and have relatively high levels of methylation and 24 nt-siRNAs, signatures of the RdDM silencing pathway. However, this is not enough to confirm that TASR TE candidates are real TE sequences since other non-TE sequences in the genome could be RdDM targets and thus a source of 24 nt-siRNAs ([@B50]).

We classified the TASR-specific TEs using PASTEC ([@B35]) (Supplementary Tables S1, S2 and S3). TE candidates that were not classified by PASTEC were first used as Blast queries against the classified elements since some paralogs are difficult to classify as they have lost some structural features due to fragmentation and deletion. Secondly, we performed a similarity search against a collection of TE sequences including reference elements from Repbase ([@B28]) and MIPS repeat database ([@B29]). We also used those sequences to Blast against Coding DNA Sequence (CDS) corresponding to host genes. The results of this is shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}-B. 71%, 58% and 57% of *Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean TASR-specific TE fractions, respectively, were assigned to different classes and superfamilies. It is important, however, to note that 9%, 8% and 2% (1.8%, 1.6% and 0.27% from the total TASR TEs) of *Arabidopsis*, rice and soybean TASR-specific TE candidates produce matches against CDS sequences ranging from few base pair to full length CDS. It is known that in plants some genes can be targeted by the RdDM pathway ([@B51],[@B52]). Therefore, if an RdDM targeted gene is present in at least two copies it could be falsely identified as TE by TASR. It have been also shown that some TE superfamilies such as Helitrons ([@B53]) or CACTA ([@B54]) can capture gene fragments resulting in the presence of CDS sequences inside TEs. Finally, approximately half of the 'host genes' are annotated as 'unknown' or 'hypothetical genes' and some encode proteins, such as reverse transcriptase, helicase or transposase (see Supplementary Tables S4, S5 and S6). Furthermore, the number of duplicated genes is much higher than those falsely identified by TASR. For example, in soybean more than 75% of the 46 000 genes are present in at least two copies, a consequence of two rounds of WGD ([@B37]). However, the fraction of TASR candidate TEs that match CDS represents only 1.89% of the total CDS length. Thus, the use of TASR pipeline, even when considering low copy number (at least two copy number here) TEs, avoids the general misidentification of multi-copy genes. In order to decrease the percentage of CDS sequences captured by TASR, the minimum copy number for considering TE candidates can be increased. However this will be at the expense of the sensitivity of the approach (see Supplementary Table S7). We should also note that 21%, 32% and 41% of TASR-specific TE candidates in Arabidopsis, rice and soybean, respectively were not classified automatically and require manual curation to determine the nature of those sequences. However, if all TE candidates detected using TASR are considered, the unclassified fraction represents only 4%, 6% and 5% in Arabidopsis, rice and soybean, respectively, indicative of good specificity of the TASR pipeline.

Comparison of TASR with other *de novo* repeats identification tools {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to further evaluate the performance of the TASR strategy, we compared TASR TE libraries with TE libraries obtained using two other *de novo* TE detection tools, RepeatScout (RS) and REPET. We first measured the size of the TE sequences obtained by the three different strategies in *Arabidopsis* and rice (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-A). The distribution of relative length frequencies of TASR-generated TE libraries were more similar to that of REPET than to RepeatScout which supports the validity of the TASR approach. We next used the three TE libraries to mask the genomes of *Arabidopsis* and rice using the same RepeatMasker criteria (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}-B). For *Arabidopsis*, there was no significant difference between RepeatScout/REPET and TASR in term of percentage of genome masked. However, for rice TASR detected about 33 Mbp of TE and TE-related sequences not masked with either the RepeatScout or REPET libraries.

![Comparison of TE annotations obtained by TASR with RepeatScout and REPET. **(A)** Venn diagrams showing the common and specific TE fractions in Mbp obtained using TASR and RepeatScout/REPET. Blue is TASR-specific TEs, green common TEs and yellow RepeatScout/REPET-specific TEs. **(B)** Relative frequency distribution of library length in kbp generated by RepeatScout, REPET and TASR. Note the relative frequency was limited in Y-axis to facilitate comparisons. **(C)** Comparison of the percentage of TEs targeted by 24 nt-siRNAs between TASR, REPET and RepeatScout. **(D)** Genome Browser screenshot showing representative example of TE annotation obtained by TASR, REPET and RepeatScout.](gkv257fig4){#F4}

As shown in Supplementary Figure S1 some diverged TE paralogs were missed by TASR because of the absence of 24 nt-siRNAs. In order to determine whether there is a bias in detecting siRNA-rich TEs as compared to other methods, we labeled the TASR annotated TEs as siRNA- and siRNA+ depending on the presence or absence of 24 nt-siRNAs matches as described by Hollister *et al*. ([@B55]). There was no bias in siRNA- TE paralogs detected using TASR as compared to either REPET or RepeatScout (Figure [4-C](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This can be explained by the similarity search (RepeatMasker) step using the TE library obtained by TASR which allowed the recovery of most but not all of siRNA- TE copies.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In contrast to genes, relatively few computational tools are available for TE annotation. This may be a consequence of considering TEs to be 'junk DNA' with little functional impact. But this paradigm has shifted as it has been shown that low copy TEs can be incorrectly annotated as genes and that TEs have functional roles within a genome, often at the regulatory level ([@B7]--[@B10]). A more thorough understanding of the role of TEs at the genetic and epigenetic level requires improved TE annotations. Despite advances in TE annotation, recognizing TEs in DNA sequences and differentiating them from non-TE repeated sequences, such as gene families, retropseudogenes, segmental duplications, or non-genic dispersed duplications, remains a challenge. Most, if not all, TE annotations have been based on the DNA sequence itself, dependent on knowledge of TE structures and features. We demonstrate the use of the biological system, specifically the 24 nt-siRNAs that are a part of the RdDM pathway, as a tool for *de novo* TE annotation in plants.

Using rice, *Arabidopsis* and soybean as exemplars, our approach recovers most of the previously described TEs within these genomes in addition to annotating new TE components. The TASR pipeline can, in a single run, harvest all classes and types of TEs including non-autonomous ones that have been particularly difficult to annotate using previous strategies. A further advantage of using TASR for TE annotation is the relatively low computing overhead (∼1 h for *Arabidopsis* using 8 CPUs) due to the use of 24 nt-siRNAs that target only a fraction of a genome. An added benefit is that it is relatively simple and inexpensive to generate and sequence small RNA libraries, the substrate for the TASR pipeline. However, TASR may falsely annotate some gene families as TEs if at least two highly similar members are targeted by 24 nt-siRNAs, such as some gene families (Supplementary Tables S4, S5 and S6).

A full understanding of how the different TASR steps affect the final annotation will enable a user to have a better interpretation of TASR-annotated TEs. Since the TASR pipeline is based on 24 nt-siRNAs, the quality of the small RNA library is critical. The tissue used to generate the siRNA library could affect the quality of TE annotation. It is known that 24 nt-siRNAs differentially accumulate in various tissues, especially in flowers and young fruit in *Arabidopsis* ([@B56],[@B57]), thus 24 nt-siRNAs libraries obtained from those organs may be more suitable for the TASR pipeline. We tested TASR using a flower-derived 24 nt-siRNAs library in *Arabidopsis* but did not observe significant differences versus a leaf 24 nt-siRNAs library (data not shown) indicating that the diversity rather than the abundance of 24 nt-siRNAs is most critical. The mapping criteria of 24 nt-siRNAs onto the reference genome is also critical given that not all TE paralogs are RdDM targeted (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S1). This is why we employed low stringency mapping criteria by allowing mismatches to increase the number of mapped 24 nt-siRNAs, thereby increasing the opportunity to define diverged TE paralogs.

To harvest 24 nt-siRNA target regions, we merged mapped 24 nt-siRNAs within 150 bp windows. The size of the window was chosen after testing various sizes (50, 100, 150, 200, etc). When the window size was increased, the chance of merging adjacent elements increased. Conversely, when the window size was decreased, the frequency of splitting single elements into multiple pieces increased. Windows of 150 bp were optimal in our tests but this criterion may need to be changed based on the biology of the target genome. Moreover, selecting only loci with high densities of non-redundant 24 nt-siRNAs increased specificity, but at the expense of sensitivity.

Issues with clustering of TE copies may arise as 24 nt-siRNAs mapping intervals can extend outside TE boundaries or not fully cover an element (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}-I). Therefore, a low percentage of coverage (80% coverage) was used to ensure grouping of TE family members, even those with incorrect defined TE borders. Increasing the percentage of coverage would produce more consistent and homogeneous clusters but would increase the risk of splitting a TE family in two or more clusters if some copies had inexact borders, as shown in Figure [1-IA](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The missing paralogous TE copies can be recovered using homology-based searches (e.g. RepeatMasker).

The TASR pipeline is, to our knowledge, the first direct use of an epigenetic signal for genome annotation. We demonstrate the efficiency of using such a biological system for *de novo* TE annotation in plants. An understanding of the methodology used for TE annotation and inherent limits is critical for downstream analysis. In some cases, manual curation may be necessary, for example, to define single copy elements. We believe that the use of TASR pipeline for TE annotation in plants will lead to a better understanding of the biological and evolutionary role of TEs in molding and regulating host genomes.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#SEC5}
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkv257/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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